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Abstract—This paper presents a tutorial for network multiple-
input and multiple-output (netMIMO) in wireless local area net-
works (WLAN). Wireless traffic demand is growing exponentially.
NetMIMO allows access points (APs) in a WLAN to cooperate
in their transmissions as if the APs form a single virtual MIMO
node. NetMIMO can significantly increase network capacity by
reducing interferences and contentions through the cooperation
of the APs. This paper covers a few representative netMIMO
methods, ranging from interference alignment and cancelation,
channel access protocol to allow MIMO nodes to join ongoing
transmissions, distributed synchronization, to interference and
contention mitigation in multiple contention domains. We believe
the netMIMO methods described here are just the beginning of
the new technologies to address the challenge of ever-increasing
wireless traffic demand, and the future will see even more new
developments in this field.
Index Terms—MIMO, WLAN, cooperative radio transmission.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, there is an explosive growth of mobile traffic
demand [6]. A number of technologies have been developed
to respond to the traffic demand growth, such as network
MIMO (netMIMO) in Wireless LAN (WLAN) [8], relay-based
cooperative techniques in general wireless networks [14],
femtocells and multi-user MIMO (MU-MIMO) in cell phone
networks [7], [23], [24], etc. In this paper, we provide a tutorial
on Network MIMO. In netMIMO, also called distributed MU-
MIMO, APs in WLAN synchronize and collaborate in the
transmissions of data packets as if the APs form a single
virtual MIMO node. NetMIMO can potentially significantly
increase network capacity by reducing interferences and con-
tentions through the cooperation of the APs. The intended
reader of this tutorial should have some basic backgrounds
in wireless communications. Our intention is to enable the
reader to implement and/or improve the netMIMO methods
after reading this tutorial. Therefore, instead of covering a
wide-range of methods, we focus on a few representative
methods and provide very detailed description for the covered
methods. Mathematical formulas are used liberally where they
express the ideas most accurately. We hope this tutorial will
be useful for the reader who has to deal with the challenge
of the ever-increasing wireless traffic demand. We believe the
netMIMO methods described here are just the beginning of the
new technologies to address the challenge of wireless traffic
demand, and the future will see even more new developments
in this field.
A key attribute of netMIMO is its scalability, which we
provide an overview below. Ideally, netMIMO allows the APs
to transmit concurrently and enables the downlink capacity
scale linearly with the number of APs in the network. In
practice, scalability is hard to achieve, especially in large
networks. There are five factors affecting the scalability of
netMIMO in large networks: multiplexing gain, diversity gain,
spatial reuse, and scalability in one contention domain and in
multiple contention domains. In [29], the scalability of various
WLAN architectures is compared, which is summarized in
Table I, and described in the following.
• SISO (single-input and single-output): In IEEE
802.11a/b/g SISO WLAN, neighboring APs interfere
with each other, and only one neighbor can transmit at a
time. Thus, there is no multiplexing gain. However, APs
in different contention domains can have spatial reuse,
leading to scalability in multiple contention domains.
• MIMO: In IEEE 802.11n MIMO WLAN, we can send
multiple streams of data from the transmitter to the
receiver, or beamform the data using multiple antennas
to improve signal to interference and noise ratio (SINR)
and link capacity, which brings diversity gain. However,
like SISO, neighboring MIMO APs interfere with each
other and there is no cooperation among them. Thus, there
is no multiplexing gain. But, there is spatial reuse and
scalability in multiple contention domains.
• MU-MIMO/CAS: In IEEE 802.11ac MU-MIMO WLAN
[3], [18], [25], [26], [29], an AP with multiple antennas
sends different data streams to multiple clients in the cell.
Such a co-located antenna system (CAS) behaves much
like MIMO: it provides diversity gain and scalability
in multiple contention domains, but it does not provide
multiplexing gain.
• NetMIMO: In netMIMO WLAN [4], [9], [16], [22],
multiple APs that are tightly synchronized cooperate to
send multiple data streams to their clients. These APs
in effect form a ”giant” multi-antenna transmitter. The
APs transmit to their clients simultaneously by canceling
out the interferences. Thus, there is multiplexing gain
and scalability within the contention domain. However,
such netMIMO schemes require synchronization in trans-
mission time, sampling clock rate, carrier frequency and
phase. They also require data sharing among all par-
ticipating APs. Thus, these netMIMO schemes are not
scalable with multiple contention domains.
• NEMOx: In NEMOx WLAN [29], a netMIMO variant
that makes AP’s downlink capacity to scale as AP density
and network size increase.
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2TABLE I
SCALABILITY OF VARIOUS WLAN ARCHITECTURES
SISO MIMO MU-MIMO/CAS netMIMO NEMOx
Multiplexing gain No No No Yes Yes
Diversity gain No Yes Yes Yes Yes
Spatial reuse Yes Yes Yes No Yes
Scalability, one contention domain No No No Yes Yes
Scalability, multiple contention domains Yes Yes Yes No Yes
The paper is organized as the following. In Section II, we
describe a netMIMO scheme at the PHY layer that combines
interference alignment and cancelation to increase multiplex-
ing gain in a contention domain. In Section III, we describe
a distributed channel access protocol that allows nodes with
many antennas to join the existing transmissions without
disrupting ongoing transmissions in a single contention do-
main. In Section IV, we describe a distributed scheme for
synchronizing the phases of MIMO transmitters in a single
contention domain. In Section V, we describe a netMIMO
scheme that scales well in multiple contention domains.
II. INTERFERENCE ALIGNMENT AND CANCELLATION
In [9], a method for interference alignment and cancelation
(IAC) is proposed. Combining interference alignment and can-
celation applies to scenarios where neither interference align-
ment nor cancelation applies alone. In traditional WLANs, we
use one AP to serve a particular contention domain. Adjacent
contention domains use different channels to reduce interfer-
ence. In IAC, adjacent contention domains still use different
channels. However, different from traditional WLANs, there
are multiple APs in a contention domain serving multiple
clients simultaneously in IAC. In IAC, we assume the APs are
connected via a wired infrastructure such as Ethernet, which
is used to enable APs to collaborate with each other. One AP
is selected as the master node that arranges the channel access
and the process of interference alignment and cancelation. We
also assume channel estimates are available, which can be
obtained using standard techniques [2]. IAC operates using
the existing modulation and coding schemes.
For clarity, we describe the scenario where there are two
antennas per node, and assume the nodes already have the
channel estimates. We also assume the interference is much
stronger than noise and is the dominant factor in signal
reception. In the following, we first describe how IAC works
on the uplink with two, three, and four concurrent signals, re-
spectively. Then, we describe how IAC works in the downlink.
Finally, we cover the general case of an arbitrary number of
antennas per node.
A. Two Concurrent Signals on the Uplink
In this scenario, a single client transmits two concurrent
signals x1 and x2 to a single AP on the client’s first and
second antennas, respectively. The channel linearly combines
the two signals, and the received signals y1 and y2 at the AP
are given by
y1 = h11x1 + h21x2
y2 = h12x1 + h22x2
where hij is a complex number whose magnitude and angle
represent the attenuation and the delay along the path from
the client’s ith antenna to the AP’s jth antenna. The above
equation can be written as(
y1
y2
)
= H
(
1
0
)
x1 +H
(
0
1
)
x2 (1)
where H = [hij ] is the 2×2 uplink channel matrix. As shown
in Figure 1, in the 2-dimensional vector space of the signal,
the received signal at the AP is the sum of two vectors that
are along the directions H(1, 0)T and H(0, 1)T , respectively,
where T indicates matrix transpose. To decode x1, the AP
projects the received signal to the vector subspace orthogonal
to H(0, 1)T , which gets rid of the interference from x2.
Similar procedure is performed to decode x2.
x1
x2
h11
h22
h12h21
Client APH =
h11 h21
h12 h22
H 1
0
x1
H
0
1
x2
Fig. 1. Two concurrent signals on the uplink.
B. Three Concurrent Signals on the Uplink
In this scenario, there are two clients and two APs. Client 1
sends AP1 and AP2 signals x1 and x2, and client 2 sends AP1
signal x3. So, there are three concurrent signals. The received
signal at AP1 is given by(
y1
y2
)
= H11
(
1
0
)
x1 +H11
(
0
1
)
x2 +H21
(
1
0
)
x3
(2)
where H11 and H21 are channel matrices from client 1 and
client 2 to AP1. Since AP1 received only two signals y1 and
y2, it can not decode three transmitted signals x1, x2 and x3.
Similar situation is true for AP2.
To solve the above problem, we apply precoding to the
transmitted signal. As shown in Figure 2, instead of trans-
mitting xi, we transmit Vixi, where Vi is a 2-dimensional
precoding vector. The precoding vectors are chosen so that
the second and the third received signals are aligned, i.e.,
H11V2 = H21V3. (3)
This can be achieved by picking random but unequal values
for V1 and V2, and make V3 = H−121 H11V2. Since the second
3H11
H12
H22
H21
Clients APs
V1x1 + V2x2
V3x3
H11V1
H11V2 H21V3
H12V2
H12V1
H22V3
Fig. 2. Three concurrent signals on the uplink.
Clients APs
V1x1 + V2x2
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Fig. 3. Four concurrent signals on the uplink.
and the third received signals are aligned in a single direction,
AP1 can project the received sum signal to the vector subspace
orthogonal to this direction to decode x1 by getting rid of the
interference from x2 and x3.
Although the second and the third received signals are
aligned at AP1, they are typically not aligned at AP2 because
the channel matrices from the clients to the two APs are dif-
ferent. To decode signals at AP2, AP1 sends the decoded x1 to
AP2 through the Ethernet, and AP2 subtracts the contribution
from x1 in (2), which is a standard interference cancelation
technique. After the cancelation, AP2 faces a standard MIMO
scenario, i.e, it receives two signals on its two antennas and
is able to decode two transmitted signals x2 and x3.
C. Four Concurrent Signals on the Uplink
In this scenario, there are three clients and three APs. Client
1 sends signals x1 and x2, client 2 sends signal x3, and client
3 sends signal x4. So, there are four concurrent signals. As
shown in Figure 3, at AP1, the second, the third and the
fourth received signals are aligned onto one direction, and
we can decode x1 by orthogonal projection. AP2 receives
the decoded x1 from AP1 through the Ethernet and subtracts
the contribution from x1. The third and the fourth received
signals are aligned onto one direction at AP2, and we can
decode x2 by orthogonal projection. Similarly, AP3 subtracts
the contribution from x1 and x2. With two received signals,
AP3 can recover the remaining two signals x3 and x4. We
can achieve the above alignment requirements by solving the
following equations
alignment at AP1: H11V2 = H21V3 = H31V4 (4)
alignment at AP2: H22V3 = H32V4 (5)
where Hij is the channel matrix from client i to AP j. In the
above three linear vector equations, we have three unknown
vectors V2, V3, V4, which can be solved using standard tech-
niques. Thus, by using the solutions as the precoding vectors
Vj , j = 2, 3, 4, we can decode all four concurrent signals.
Clients APs
V1x1
V2x2
V3x3
Hd22V2
Hd12V1
Hd32V3
Hd33V3
Hd23V2Hd13V1
Hd11V1
Hd21V2 H
d
31V3
Fig. 4. Three concurrent signals on the downlink.
D. Downlink
The downlink is different from the uplink in that the clients
can not cooperate over the Ethernet. Suppose we have three
APs and three clients. We want to deliver signals x1, x2, x3
to clients 1, 2, 3. The APi transmits a signal Vixi. As shown
in Figure 4, at client j, we decode xj by aligning the other
two received signals and using orthogonal projection. Thus,
we need to ensure
alignment at client 1: Hd21V2 = H
d
31V3 (6)
alignment at client 2: Hd12V1 = H
d
32V3 (7)
alignment at client 3: Hd13V1 = H
d
23V2 (8)
where Hdij is the channel matrix from ith AP to the jth client.
The above three linear vector equations contain three unknown
vectors V1, V2, V3, which can be solved using standard tech-
niques.
4E. Beyond Two Antennas
For the general case of an arbitrary number of antennas per
node, based on the fact that to have a feasible solution, the
number of constraints imposed by interference alignment must
be fewer that the number of concurrent signals (the unknowns),
the following results are proven in [10]. For the downlink, in
a system with M antennas per node, the maximum number of
concurrent signals IAC can deliver is max[2M − 2, b3M/2c].
For M > 2, IAC achieves this with M − 1 APs. For the
uplink, in a system with M antennas per node and with three
or more APs, the maximum number of concurrent signals IAC
can deliver is 2M .
IAC is experimentally validated in [9] in a 2x2 MIMO
WLAN. The results show IAC increases the average through-
put by 2x on the uplink and by 1.5x on the downlink.
III. MAC FOR HETEROGENEOUS NETMIMO
Today’s wireless devices have different form factors, rang-
ing from desktopes and laptopes, to tablets and smartphones,
and to wireless sensors. The physical sizes of these devices
put limits on the maximum number of antennas they can
have. Thus, future wireless networks will be populated by
heterogeneous devices having different numbers of antennas.
Thus, there is need to design efficient MAC protocols for
heterogenous netMIMO transmissions.
In [16], a distributed MAC protocol for netMIMO trans-
mission, called 802.11n+, is proposed. In 802.11n+, nodes
with different numbers of antennas contend for both time slots
and degrees of freedom provided by multiple antennas. It is
demonstrated that even when the medium is already occupied
by some nodes, nodes with more antennas than the number
of ongoing transmissions can transmit concurrently without
interfering with the ongoing transmissions. Further, such nodes
can contend for the medium in a distributed fashion.
In 802.11n+, a communication pair precedes its data ex-
change with a light-weight handshake, similar to but more
efficient than RTS-CTS in 802.11. A transmitter that is about
to join the ongoing transmissions uses the handshake message
of prior contention winners to estimate the reverse channels
from itself to receivers of the ongoing transmissions, using
channel reciprocity. Channel reciprocity says that the forward
and the reverse channels between the transmitter and the
receiver have the same channel characteristics [11].
In the following, we first provide some illustrative examples
of how 802.11n+ works. Then, we describe the 802.11n+
channel access protocol. Finally, we describe the 802.11n+
transmission protocol.
A. Illustrative Examples
In the following, we first describe two MIMO techniques
we will use: interference nulling and interference alignment,
assuming that the transmitter and receiver have the same
number of antennas. Then, we cover the case where the
transmitter and receiver have different numbers of antennas.
rx1 rx2
1 2 3
tx1 tx2
x1 x2 αx2
1 2 3
x1 x2
x1
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lli
ng
Fig. 5. Interference nulling.
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Fig. 6. Interference alignment.
1) Interference Nulling: Consider a network with two pairs
of transmitters (TX1, TX2) and receivers (RX1, RX2), re-
ferring to Figure 5. TX1 and RX1 have one antenna and
start communications first. TX2 and RX2 want to join the
communication. We prevent the transmissions at TX2 from
interfering with the communications between TX1 and RX1
using a technique called interference nulling. Let hij denote
the channel coefficient from the ith antenna at the transmitter
to the jth antenna at the receiver. To create a null at RX1,
TX2 transmits a signal x2 at its first antenna and αx2 at its
second antenna. At RX1, the received signal is (h21+αh31)x2.
By choosing α = −h21/h31, we ensure the signals from
TX2’s two antennas cancel each other out, in effect nulling
the interference.
Suppose the signal transmitted by TX1 is x1. At RX2, the
received signal is given by
y2 = h12x1 + (h22 + αh32)x2 (9)
y3 = h13x1 + (h23 + αh33)x2. (10)
Since we have two equations and two unknowns (x1, x2), we
can decode x2 at RX2.
2) Interference Alignment: Suppose we add a third com-
municating pair TX3 and RX3, both with 3 antennas to the
network described in the previous section, referring to Figure
6. Since the network now has three degrees of freedom, we
5hope TX3 can transmit another concurrent signal x3. However,
using interference nulling alone is no longer sufficient. The
reason is as follows. Suppose TX3 transmit signals α′x3, β′x3
and γ′x3 on its three antennas. To null the interferences at RX1
and RX2, the following must hold
(α′h41 + β′h51 + γ′h61)x3 = 0
(α′h42 + β′h52 + γ′h62)x3 = 0
(α′h43 + β′h53 + γ′h63)x3 = 0 (11)
The above equations can be satisfied if and only if α′, β′ and
γ′ are all zeros. Thus, TX3 can not deliver another concurrent
signal using interference nulling alone.
Next, we show that a combination of interference nulling
and interference alignment can solve the problem. TX3 still
uses interference nulling at RX1. At RX2, TX3 uses interfer-
ence alignment. Specifically, TX3 aligns its received signal at
RX2 with the interference RX2 is already receiving. Thus,
RX2 sees only two signals, i.e., the signal transmitted by
TX2 and the combined signal from TX1 and TX3. Thus, the
received signals at RX2 are given by
y2 = h12x1 + (h22 + αh32)x2 + (α
′h42 + β′h52 + γ′h62)x3
y3 = h13x1 + (h23 + αh33)x2 + (α
′h43 + β′h53 + γ′h63)x3. (12)
To align the interference from TX1 and TX3, we select α′, β′
and γ′ such that the following holds
(α′h42 + β′h52 + γ′h62)
h12
=
(α′h43 + β′h53 + γ′h63)
h13
= L
(13)
where L is a constant. Using the above equation, we can
rewrite the received signals at RX2 as
y2 = h12(x1 + Lx3) + (h22 + αh32)x2
y3 = h13(x1 + Lx3) + (h23 + αh33)x2. (14)
Since RX2 has two equations and two unknowns (x2 and x1+
Lx3), it can decode the desired signal x2.
In sum, TX3 must satisfy two equations, i.e., the first
equation in (11) to null its interference at RX1, and (13) to
align its interference with that from TX1. This leaves the third
degree of freedom for TX3 to transmit another signal to RX3.
We can continue with adding additional communicating
pairs as long as they have additional antennas. By nulling at
the first receiver and aligning at all the remaining receivers,
each additional transmitter can send a signal to its receiver
without interfering with the ongoing transmissions.
3) The Case Where Transmitter and Receiver Have Differ-
ent Numbers of Antennas: Consider the case of two APs and
three clients. AP1 has two antennas, and its client C1 has
one antenna. AP2 has three antennas, and its clients C2 and
C3 both have two antennas, referring to Figure 7. Suppose
C1 is transmitting to AP1. In today’s network, AP2 is not
allowed to transmit since it will cause interference at AP1.
Using 802.11n+, AP2 can send signals x2 and x3 to its
clients C2 and C3, respectively. To accomplish that, at AP1,
AP2 aligns its two received signals from x2 and x3 in the
direction orthogonal to the received signal from x1, so AP1
can recover x1 through orthogonal projection. At C2, AP2
AP1 c2 c3
x1 x2 x3
c1 AP2
x1
x2 x3
x1
x2 x3
x1
x2x3
Fig. 7. Transmitter and receiver having different number of antennas.
aligns the received signal from x3 in the same direction with
the ongoing received signal from x1. Thus through interference
alignment, C2 can decode its desired signal x2. Similarly, by
using interference alignment, C3 can decode its desired signal
x3.
B. The 802.11n+ Channel Access Protocol
The 802.11n+ channel access protocol allows nodes with
any number of antennas to contend for both time and degrees
of freedom. Also, it provides bit rate selection.
In 802.11n+, a light-weight RTS-CTS is used [17], which is
based on the observation that channel conditions stay the same
in a duration of several milliseconds [28]. Specifically, instead
of using regular RTS-CTS, the headers of the data packet and
ACK are split out and transmitted first. The headers of the
data packet and ACK are used in effect as RTS and CTS,
respectively. This reduces the overhead significantly.
With 802.11n+, nodes listen to the medium using carrier
sense. If the channel is idle, nodes contend for the medium
using 802.11’s contention window and exponential backoff
[1]. The node pair that won the contention exchanges a light-
weight RTS-CTS. The RTS-CTS enable the nodes that intend
to contend for the remaining degrees of freedom to estimate
the channels to the receivers that won earlier contentions. The
RTS-CTS also includes the number of antennas that will be
used in the transmissions. After the RTS-CTS, the node pair
exchanges the data packet, followed by the ACK.
In 802.11n+, nodes with more antennas than the number of
used degrees of freedom contend for concurrent transmission.
The number of used degrees of freedom is the number of
ongoing transmissions, which the nodes can learn form the
prior RTS-CTS messages. When a node performs carrier
sensing, it ignores the signals from ongoing transmissions
by projecting onto a subspace orthogonal to the ongoing
transmissions.
With 802.11n+, a node that joins ongoing transmissions
ends its transmissions at the same time as the ongoing trans-
missions, which the node learns from the prior RTS-CTS
exchanges. This makes the medium idle at the end of each
joint transmissions and provides starving nodes a fair chance
6to contend. After the joint transmissions of data packets,
the ACKs are transmitted jointly as well using the same
interference nulling and alignment scheme.
C. The 802.11n+ Concurrent Transmission Protocol
The concurrent transmission protocol described below ap-
plies to the transmissions of RTS, CTS, data, and ACK
packets.
1) Notations: Let K denote the number of ongoing trans-
missions on the medium, TX denote an M -antenna transmitter
that intends to join the ongoing transmissions, and m denote
the maximum number of signals that TX can transmit without
disrupting ongoing transmissions. For each signal xi, TX
transmits Vixi, where Vi is an M -dimensional precoding
vector. Let R denote the set of receivers of the ongoing
transmissions, and R′ denote the set of receivers of TX. An N -
antenna receiver RX has a set of n ≤ N desired signals called
wanted signals, with the rest of the signals being unwanted
ones. Let U denote the unwanted space and U ′ the subspace
orthogonal to U .
2) The Transmission Protocol: The aim of the transmission
protocol is to compute the precoding vectors such that TX
can deliver its signals without interfering with the ongoing
transmissions. The protocol is carried in three steps.
• Decide whether to null or align: If the receiver has an
unwanted space, i.e., N > n, then TX aligns the new
interferences in the unwanted space, otherwise, i.e., N =
n, TX nulls all the new interferences.
• Compute the maximum number of signals to transmit:
The M -antenna TX can transit m = M − K signals
without disrupting the K ongoing transmissions, whose
proof is based on the following two claims.
Claim 1 (nulling constraint): A transmitter can null its
signals at a receiver with N antennas and n = N wanted
signals by satisfying
HN×MVi = 0n×1, ∀i = 1, ...,m (15)
where HN×M is the channel matrix, and 0n×1 is a n-
dimensional column vector of all zeros.
Claim 2 (alignment constraint): A transmitter can align
its signals in the unwanted space U of a receiver with N
antennas and n < N wanted signals by satisfying
U ′n×NHN×MVi = 0n×1, ∀i = 1, ...,m. (16)
Based on the above two claims, a receiver i with ni
received signals corresponds to a matrix equation with ni
rows. The total number of constraint equations is equal
to the total number of rows
∑
ni = K. Since it has M
antennas, TX can deliver m = M−K additional signals.
• Compute the precoding vectors: Using (15) and (16), we
can compute the precoding vectors.
The transmission bit rate is selected on a per-packet basis
as follows. The receiver uses the RTS to estimate the effective
SNR (ESNR) after projection onto the subspace orthogonal
to the ongoing transmissions. The receiver uses the ESNR to
obtain the bit rate using the table given in [12], and sends the
bit rate to the transmitter in CTS.
The testbed evaluations performed in [16] show that even for
a small network with three contending node pairs, the average
network throughput doubles that of a traditional network.
IV. JOINT MULTI-USER BEAMFORMING
In [22], a netMIMO transmission scheme called joint multi-
user beamforming (JMB) is proposed, which is applicable to
WLAN, especially in dense deployments such as enterprises,
hotels, conference rooms, etc. The key contribution of JMB
is a low-overhead technique for synchronizing the phases of
multiple transmitters in a distributed manner. JMB allows a
WLAN to scale up by adding more APs on the same channel.
A similar scheme is proposed in [5].
The main idea of JMB is to elect one AP as the master
and use its phase as a reference for all other APs (slaves). In
JMB, before transmitting a data packet, the master transmits a
few symbols. Slaves use those symbols to correct their phase
errors. In JMB, APs are connected by a high-speed Ethernet.
The packets intended for clients are distributed to all APs.
The APs transmit concurrently to multiple clients, potentially
delivering as many streams as the total number of antennas in
all the APs. In the following, we first describe how the phases
are synchronized, and then how the JMB transmissions are
performed.
A. Distributed Phase Synchronization
To simplify the description, we consider a scenario of 2
single-antenna APs transmitting to 2 single-antenna clients.
Let hij , i, j ∈ {1, 2} denote the channel coefficient from AP
j to client i. Let xi(t) denote the symbol to be delivered to
client i at time t. Let yi(t) denote the symbol received by
client i at time t. Let H = [hij ] denote the 2×2 channel
matrix, x(t) = [x1(t), x2(t)]T denote the symbol vector to
be delivered, and y(t) = [y1(t), y2(t)]T denote the received
symbol vector.
The main challenge for JMB is that the transmitters have
different oscillators, which causes differences in their carrier
frequencies, which in turn causes their phases to diverge. In
the following, we first describe the case without oscillator
offsets between the APs and the clients, and then the case
with oscillator offsets.
1) Without Oscillator Offset: We use zero-forcing beam-
forming (ZFBF) for transmission [20], i.e., the transmitted
signal s(t) = [s1(t), s2(t)]T is give by
s(t) = H−1x. (17)
The received signal is given by
y(t) = HH−1x(t) = x(t). (18)
Thus, the effective channel is an identity matrix and each
client can receive its symbol without interference from the
other client’s signal.
72) With Oscillator Offset: Let wTj denote the oscillator fre-
quency for AP j, wRi denote the oscillator frequency for client
i. The channel matrix is given by H(t) = [hi,jej(w
T
j −wRi )t].
Since the oscillators rotate with respect to each other, the
channel does not have a fixed phase. We can decompose the
channel matrix as H(t) = R(t)HT (t), where H = [hi,j ] is
time invariant, and the diagonal matrices R(t) and T (t) are
defined as (
e−jw
R
1 t 0
0 e−jw
R
2 t
)
and (
ejw
T
1 t 0
0 ejw
T
2 t
)
.
Let the transmitted signal be s(t) = T (t)−1H−1x(t), then
the received signal is given by
y(t) = R(t)HT (t)T (t)−1H−1x(t) = R(t)x(t). (19)
The above equation is unchanged when we multiply by 1 =
ejw
T
1 e−jw
T
1 , i.e.,
H(t) = ejw
T
1 R(t)HT (t)e−jw
T
1
=
(
ej(w
T
1 −wR1 )t 0
0 ej(w
T
1 −wR2 )t
)
H
(
1 0
0 ej(w
T
2 −wT1 )t
)
. (20)
The new effective channel is still diagonal. One AP serves
as master, whereas other APs serve as slaves. The slaves
measure the phase offsets with the master and correct them
appropriately. As a result, the behavior of the APs emulates a
single MIMO transmitter.
B. JMB Transmission Protocol
The JMB netMIMO transmission protocol works in two
phases: channel measurement and data transmission, which
are described below.
• Channel Measurement: In this phase, the APs measure
two types of channels: 1) the channels from themselves
to the clients (H), and 2) the channels from the master to
the slaves, which provides the phase offset between the
master and the slaves.
• Data Transmission: In this phase, the APs transmit jointly
to deliver packets to multiple clients by using beam-
forming after correcting phase offsets with respect to the
master. The symbol level synchronization in [21] is used.
The APs start in the channel measurement phase, which
is followed by multiple data transmissions. We only need
to measure channel in an interval on the order of channel
coherence time.
JMB is implemented using the off-the-shelf IEEE 802.11n
cards in a testbed of 10 APs [22]. Results show that the
throughput scales linearly with the number of APs, with a
median gain of 8.1x to 9.4x.
V. NEMOX
Currently, netMIMO suffers from low throughput efficiency,
defined as the ratio of network throughput to physical layer bit
rate. The throughput efficiency in 300 Mbps 802.11n MIMO
network is around 20%, and that in 802.11ac MU-MIMO
network is below 10% [27]. One of the main reasons is that the
multiplexing gain does not scale well in multi-cell WLANs.
Deploying more APs does not solve the problem, because the
inter-cell interference may eliminate the intra-cell multiplexing
gain.
In [29], a scheme called NEMOx is proposed to enable scal-
able netMIMO as AP density and network size increase. With
NEMOx, the network is organized into practical-sized clusters.
A cluster is composed of a master AP (mAP) and a number
of distributed APs (dAPs). With the coordination of the mAP,
the APs within each cluster opportunistically synchronize with
each other to perform netMIMO. A decentralized algorithm
is used to manage inter-cluster interference and the tradeoff
between spatial reuse and the AP’s cooperation gain.
The deficiency with previous netMIMO schemes can be
demonstrated by the following example. Suppose we have two
dAPs, dAP1 and dAP2, and two clients, client1 and client2.
Both clients are close to dAP1 but far away from dAP2. Both
dAPs have the same power budget. Thus, dAP2 uses full
power and dAP1 must reduce its power so that the crosstalk
interference can be canceled. The reduced power leads to
lower data rates for both clients. In such case, higher data rate
may be obtained by serving a single client with full power.
The insight obtained from this example is that optimizing
netMIMO involves not only ZFBF precoding but also the
allocation of power of dAPs and the selection of clients to
be served.
In the following, we first describe NEMOx’s channel access
protocol and then describe its power budgeting and client
selection methods.
A. Channel Access
Similar to previous netMIMO schemes [4], [22], NEMOx
focuses on downlink transmissions from APs to clients. In
a NEMOx cluster, the dAPs function as a set of distributed
antennas, which performs carrier sensing and transmits mod-
ulated signals. The mAP manages dAP’s PHY-layer packet
modulation/demolulation and MAC-layer channel access. The
PHY provides carrier sensing information to the MAC. The
MAC manages the channel access opportunities, informing the
PHY which dAPs to use and when to start transmission. In the
following, we first describe the mechanism for creating virtual
APs and that for medium access control, then we describe the
optimizations to improve performance.
1) Creating Virtual APs: When a subset of dAP all sense
an idle channel, the mAP may choose to select them into
a virtual AP (vAP) and perform a probabilistic contention
algorithm to acquire the channel and avoid collision with dAPs
in other clusters. The vAP keeps a single back-off timer, whose
expiration triggers the netMIMO transmission of the vAP. All
dAPs in the vAP are synchronized, whereas different vAPs
contend with each other asynchronously.
8Dominance Relationship: We establish a dominance rela-
tionship among vAPs as follows. A vAP Vi dominates another
vAP Vj within the same cluster if Vj’s dAPs is a subset of
Vi’s, and Vi’s interfering dAPs in the neighboring clusters
are a subset of Vj’s. Thus Vi has a higher multiplexing
gain and a lower number of contenders, and thus is more
preferable than Vj . The dominated vAPs are pruned by the
mAP in each cluster to simplify the management. To establish
a dominance relationship, the vAPs sample the channel status.
If vAP Vj is always busy whenever Vi is busy, but not vice
versa, then Vi’s interfering dAPs are a subset of Vj’s. The
mAP coordinates such sampling and refreshes the dominance
relationship periodically.
2) Semi-synchronized CSMA: In the following, we describe
the channel access protocol of NEMOx, which consists of
client association and state transition.
Client Association: When a client has packets to receive, all
dAPs that can deliver the packets are potential transmitters.
All vAPs that contain such potential transmitters will trigger
channel contention. A client may be served by a different vAP
for each transmission attempt. Such a soft association with the
client makes it possible to vary the throughput of a client by
matching it with vAPs of different sizes.
State Transition: The time is divided into slots, with slot
duration the same as that of IEEE 802.11, i.e., 9 µs. Slots are
synchronized only in vAPs in the same cluster. NEMOx runs
the following probabilistic channel-access algorithm.
• A vAP Vj starts in the busy state by default. It enters the
idle state when all of its dAPs sense an idle channel for
a fixed number of slots, similar to DIFS defined in IEEE
802.11.
• Then, Vj enters the contention state with a contention
probability pj . Vj remains in the idle state with proba-
bility 1 − pj and increases its contention probability as
pj = pj + δ1, where δ1 ∈ (0, 1) is a parameter that
indicates the aggressiveness Vj increases its contention
probability.
• After entering the contention state, Vj starts the back-off
and selects a random number between 0 and B, where B
is the back-off window size. When the back-off expires,
Vj starts netMIMO transmission.
• If Vj senses a busy channel during the back-off, it
declares a contention failure and enters the busy state. Vj
then reduces its contention probability as pj = pj − δ2,
where δ2 ∈ (0, 1) is a parameter to be optimized later.
• If the transmission is successful and Vj receives ACKs
from all clients, Vj returns to the initial busy state and
updates its contention probability as pj = pj + δ1.
Otherwise, a transmission failure is declared and Vj
updates its contention probability as pj = pj − δ2.
Collision can occur only among vAPs of different clusters
in NEMOx. When vAPs in a cluster start back-off counters
at the same time, the mAP randomly enables one of them. In
NEMOx, medium access control occurs at the group (vAP)
level rather than at the node (dAP) level, leading to much less
number of contention domains than that of traditional IEEE
802.11 WLANs.
3) Optimizing Media Access: In the following, we first for-
mulate the optimization problem, then describe a decentralized
solution and its implementation in NEMOx.
Formulating the Optimization Problem: The goal of the
MAC is to provide optimal and fair channel access for all
dAPs. Let ri denote the probability of successful transmission
for dAP i, and C the set of clusters. The optimization problem
can be formulated as
max
∑
K∈C
∑
i∈K
αKU(ri) (21)
where K is the cluster that dAP i is in, αK is the weight of K
used for prioritization, and U(ri) is the utility function for ri.
When U(ri) = log (ri), maximizing the sum utility achieves
both global optimality with respect to ri and proportional
fairness [13]. The above optimization problem is subject to
the following two constraints.
The first constraint is that CSMA allows at most one vAP
to transmit in a contention domain. This constraint can be
modeled as a maximal clique, which is a complete graph
where there is edge between two vAPs if they interfere with
each other. The sum contention probability of all vAPs in the
maximal clique should not exceed 1. Let M denote the set of
maximal cliques in the network, then we have∑
j∈m
pj ≤ 1, ∀m ∈M. (22)
The second constraint is as follows. The effective trans-
mission probability ri of dAP i is the sum transmission
probabilities of all vAPs containing dAP i. Let fj denote
the probability of vAP j suffering a transmission/contention
failure. The effective transmission probability of vAP j is
(1− fj)pj . Thus, we have
ri =
∑
j:i∈j
(1− fj)pj . (23)
Since the utility function is defined with respect to each
dAP, the solution to the optimization problem in (21) favors
vAPs with more dAPs, leading to a higher multiplexing gain.
The solution to (21) provides the channel contention proba-
bility pj for each vAP j. However, solving the optimization
problem is complex, involving global exchange of information
among all vAPs and dAPs. In the following, we describe a
decentralized optimization solution that can still achieve the
optimization objective.
Decentralized Optimization Solution: We obtain the decen-
tralized solution by decomposing the variables into subsets,
each associated with one cluster. Since (21) is a convex
optimization problem, we can obtain its Lagrangian as
L =
∑
K∈C
∑
i∈K
αKU(ri)−
∑
m∈M
∑
j∈m
βmpj (24)
where βm is the Lagrange multiplier for the maximal clique
m. We have βm = βfm, where fm is the collision probability
in maximal clique m. Since vAP j may belong to multiple
maximal cliques, its collision probability is given by
fj = 1−
∏
m:j∈m
(1− fm) ∼=
∑
m:j∈m
fm. (25)
9The above approximation is valid when fm is kept small. This
can be achieved by keeping a reasonably small value for δ1
and a large value for B, where δ1 and B are channel access
parameters described in the previous subsection, so that no
vAP becomes overly aggressive in contending the channel. A
similar assumption has been made in traditional utility-based
wireless MAC design [19].
Using the approximation in (25), fj can be obtained by
making vAP j to locally keep track of its contention/failure
probabilities, without the knowledge of its maximal cliques or
loss probabilities in each of the cliques. Substituting for βm
and using (25), we have L =
∑
K∈C LK , and LK is given by
LK =
∑
i∈K
αKU(ri)− β
∑
i∈K,j:i∈j
fjpj . (26)
It has been shown that the aggregate utility for a system of
equations of the above form is maximized when the individ-
ual utilities are maximized [15], [19]. The individual utility
corresponds to a cluster in K. This requires joint optimization
of vAPs within a cluster. Apply the KKT conditions to each
vAP j, we have
dLK
dpj
=
∑
i∈j
αKU
′(ri)(1− fj)− βfj = 0. (27)
Since U(ri) = log (ri), we have
dLK
dpj
=
∑
i∈j
αK(1− fj)r−1i − βfj = 0 (28)
which can be rewritten as
αK(1− fj)− βfj(
∑
i∈j
r−1i )
−1 = 0. (29)
We can use αK to prioritize different clusters, but here we
set a constant αK = α. Since fj can be obtained locally, the
above optimality condition can be achieved by adapting each
vAP j’s contention probability in a decentralized manner as
pj ← pj + α− fj(β(
∑
i∈j
r−1i )
−1 + α). (30)
Based on the KKT condition, the adaptation mechanism
for each vAP uses a gradient approach. Since both the utility
function and the Lagrangian are concave with respect to pj ,
there is a unique maximum, to which the adaptation converges
[19].
Implementing Optimization Solution in NEMOx: In
NEMOx, the adaptive mechanism occurs in discrete time
frames, each in one of the three states: idle, transmission
success, and transmission/contention failure. At the end of
the frame, a vAP j updates its contentional probability, i.e.,
δ1 = α. There is a tradeoff in selecting α. Larger α values
make the adaptation faster, but can cause oscillation around
the optimal value. Initially, we can set α = 0.05.
Using (30), vAP j reduces its contention probability pj
by δ2 = pj(β(
∑
i∈j r
−1
i )
−1 + α) whenever a transmis-
sion/contention failure occurs. Larger β values incur higher
penalty to pj when collision occurs, but can cause oscillation
around the optimal value. Here we can set β = 0.25.
When interfering vAPs increment their contention proba-
bility to high values, sever collision may occur. To solve this
problem, NEMOx uses an additional back-off and randomizes
the transmissions within the back-off window of size B. The
value of B need not to be adaptive, since the contention
probability is already adaptive. Here we can set B = 32.
B. Power Budgeting and Client Selection
In the following we describe how to optimize power bud-
geting and client selection. The assumption in this section is
that a vAP has won channel contention.
1) Power Budgeting: NEMOx seeks to optimize the mul-
tiplexing gain and the diversity gain using the following joint
precoding and power (JPP) optimization formulation
max
|D|∑
i=1
wi log (1 +
Pi
N0
)
subject to Pi = |
|S|∑
k=1
hi,kvk,i|2,∀i ∈ D
|D|∑
i=1
|vk,i|2 ≤ Pmax,∀k ∈ S
|S|∑
k=1
hj,kvk,i = 0,∀i ∈ D, j 6= i (31)
where D and S are the set of clients and dAPs, respectively.
The objective is to maximize the weighted sum data rate
of the clients, where wi is the weight that is adjusted for
fairness and will be discussed later, and Shannon’s channel
capacity formula is used. The second line of the optimization
formulation computes the received power for client i with pre-
coding vk,i and channel response hk,i with respect to dAP k.
The third line is the power budget constraint for each dAP.
The last line is the precoding constraint, which says that the
precoded data symbols from i 6= j must cancel each other out
when arriving at client j through the wireless channels. The
output of JPP is the precoding vk,i and the power budget Pi.
When the topology is imbalanced, JPP favors a few clients
with high capacity rather than many clients with low capacity.
Such tradeoff between multiplexing gain and diversity gain
has not been addressed previously.
The JPP formulation is non-convex with respect to the
real and imaginary components of vk,i because of the norm
operation in the second line of (31). However, we can im-
pose Im(
∑|S|
k=1 hi,kvi,k) = 0, by phase-shifting the vector
vi,k,∀k ∈ S, appropriately. The third and fourth lines of
(31) are invariant under phase-shift. The resulting problem
is convex and can be efficiently solved by standard convex
optimization techniques.
2) Client Selection: NEMOx uses an opportunistic client
selection algorithms that incorporate JPP precoding to achieve
fairness, see Algorithm 1.
The algorithm iterates in rounds. In each round, we search
for the bestClient that maximizes the weighted sum rate when
it joins with those clients already selected. The selection stops
when the number of selected clients exceeds that of dAPs, or
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Algorithm 1 Opportunistic Client Selection
Input: S: a set of dAPs in a vAP that has won contention;
D: a set of clients that can be served by the dAPs in S;
E: a set of clients in this cluster.
1: Initialization: the set of currently selected dAPs: D′ = ∅,
the current optimal sum capacity: Omax = 0
2: while |D′| < |S| do
3: for all i ∈ D\D′ do
4: Solve JPP, with the set of dAP S and the set of
clients i
⋃
D′, obtain the optimal sum capacity Oi
5: if Oi ≥ Omax then Omax = Oi, bestClient = i
6: end if
7: end for
8: D′ = bestClient
⋃
D′
9: end while
10: Run netMEMO transmission from S to D′
11: Client i’s throughput is Ri
12: R¯i = γRi + (1− γ)R¯i
13: wi = 1/R¯i
the selection of the bestClient yields a lower sum rate than
that of the previous iteration. Then, we perform netMIMO
transmission with client i’s throughput being Ri. We update
the time-averaged throughput R¯i using a moving average with
a smoothing factor γ, which is set to 0.1. Finally, we make the
throughput weight wi be inverse of R¯i to achieve long-term
proportional fairness [28].
3) NEMO’s netMIMO Transmission: NEMO’s netMIMO
transmission is performed as follows. 1) The dAPs broadcast
the same RTS packet synchronously, which includes the trans-
mission duration and clients’ addresses and synchronizes the
clients. 2) All the selected clients send back the same CTS
packet synchronously, which includes the transmission dura-
tion and reserves the channel from transmitters in neighboring
clusters. 3) The clients sequentially send out the channel state
information (CSI), with the channel vector being from the
dAPs to the client. CSI is used for computing the precoding.
We abort the netMIMO transmission if CSI from any client
is missing, which can be caused by CTS channel reservation
failure. In such case, other vAPs can reuse the channel
using NEMOx’s channel access protocol. 4) If the netMIMO
transmission succeeds, the clients sequentially send an ACK.
NEMOx is evaluated using a software-radio testbed in [29].
It is shown that NEMOx has throughput scalability and has
multiple-fold performance gain over existing wireless LAN
architecture and other netMEMO schemes.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we describe some representative netMIMO
methods. We show that netMIMO can significantly increase
the network capacity. We believe the netMIMO methods
described here are just the beginning of the new technologies
to address the challenge of ever-increasing wireless traffic
demand, and the future will see further exciting developments
in this field.
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